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We consider the one dimensional supercritical contact process with initial configurations having 
infinitely many particles to the left of the origin and finitely many ones to its right. 
We study the space time structure of the process. In particular we prove that the law of the 
1 1 process hifted by at (t being the time and t~ the drift of the edge) converges weakly to a 2-2 
mixture of the two extremal invariant measures for the supercritical contact process, thus extending 
a result of [3]. 
We then show that [even] conditioning on the position of the edge, the distribution of the 
particles to its left is given by/~, the unique invariant measure as seen from the edge, of. [2] and 
[31. 
An interpretation of the above results in terms of a discrete/particle/description of a one 
dimensional travelling wave is then discussed. 
contact process * travelling waves * local central imit theorem 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the one dimensional supercritical contact process with 
initial configurations having infinitely many particles to the left of the origin and 
only finitely may to its right. Since the contact process is supercritical the particles' 
configurations will "grow and expand to the right of the origin". We are interested 
in the actual features of this phenomenon, which gives a microscopic (particle) 
description of a propagating wave. It is known [1] that the edge (the rightmost 
particle in the configuration) moves with constant speed, i.e. lim t-lrt = a > 0 ,  where 
i", is the random position of the edge at time t and a the limiting drift (speed) of 
the edge. It is also known that, with the usual normalization, rt has Brownian 
fluctuations around its average with strictly positive diffusion coefficient [3]. Further- 
more [3], when seen from the edge, the particles' configuration has distribution/~, 
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the law constructed by Durrett in [2]. The state of the process at some space-time 
point will depend on whether the edge has already crossed that space point. In [3] 
the following was proven. The empirical distribution of the process in some given 
space-time r gion converges to/z (the extremal invariant measure for the supercritical 
contact process with non zero density) if the edge is past that region, and to 80 (the 
Dirac delta on the zero (empty) configuration) otherwise. As a consequence it 
converges to a superposition of/.~ and Bo with weights respectively given by the 
probability that the edge has or has not yet crossed that region. The result is the 
analogue of that obtained by D. Wick in [7] in his analysis of a zero range process. 
In this paper we improve the above result by proving weak convergence to the 
given superposition of the two extremal invariant measures for the process. Such a 
phenomenon, i.e. the failure of "local equilibrium" and the convergence to some 
invariant but non extremal state, is actually localized to that region where the edge 
is likely to be, the so called "front wave". To the left and to the right of the front 
wave local equilibrium holds and the measure is (approximately)/z and 80, respec- 
tively. The above analysis eems to indicate that the shock structure of the model 
is breaking down, the front wvae size is in fact growing like t ~/2, which is the typical 
size of the edge fluctuations. 
In this paper we show that the above conclusion is actually "incorrect" and that 
the front wave size remains finite. We prove that once rt is given (i.e. conditioned 
on r,) the state is approximately/2, to the left or rt, and 80 to its right. 
Since /2 and /z are essentially equal away from the origin, it then follows that 
the front wave size remains finite uniformly in time. The front wave and the whole 
distribution is however "free" to rigidly shift in space, and except for that all other 
deformations disappear: there is just one "neutral" direction, i.e. the rigid shifts, 
while all the others are stable. 
In Section 2 we briefly recall the main definitions and state the results which are 
then proven in Section 3. 
2. Basic definitions and results 
The contact process has been extensively studied, so we shall go very rapidly 
through the basic definitions. We shall employ the same notation as in [3]. 
The one dimensional contact process describes the time evolution of particles in 
the lattice Z;  the configuration space is then {0, 1} z (at most one particle per site). 
Each particle either dies, after an exponential time of mean 1, or it tries to create 
a new particle at one of its two nearest neighbor (n.n.) sites, after the first of two 
(one per site) independent times of mean A-~, A > 0. 
Let t ~:(,7,s)~ , , ,, s, s i-- 0, ~7 e {0, 1} z be the corresponding Markov process which starts 
from 77 at time s. Denote by 12 the state space of the process (~,),~o. This is the 
contact process that we shall consider in the present paper. In particular we shall 
use a special realization of the process, the same as in [3], which will be recalled 
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at the beginning of the next Section. For the reader's convenience we list below the 
most used notation employed in this paper. 
- Given a configuration 77: 
r(r/) = sup{x e Z:  r/(x) = 1}, 
l(r/) = inf{x e Z;  ~7(x) = 1}, 
r(rl, t)= r(~),  
~: ~(x) = 1 ifx<~0, ~(x)=0 otherwise, 
rt=r(fT, t), 
r l -a :  ( r l -a ) (x )=r l (x+a) ,  
E = {r/e {0, 1}z: r (n )< oo, = oo}, 
E={r leE :  r(r/) = 0}, 
S: it is the map from E to/~ such that Srl(x) = ~7(x+ r(~7)). 
Before stating our results we need to recall some features of the contact process 
which have already been established. 
- There is a critical value of A which we denote by X*. For A < A* there is only 
one invariant measure 80, the Dirac delta at the zero/empty configuration. 
- For A > A* the following is true: 
(1) there are two extremal states, 80 and/z. The latter has support on configurations 
with some positive density which depends on A, el. for instance [4]. 
(2) There is a probability/~ on/~ which is invariant for the process S~,  i.e. the 
process as seen from the edge [2]. 
For any ~7 in E the process S~:~ converges in law to Ii when t goes to infinity. 
(3) There is a > 0 such that lim t -~ = a [1]. 
(4) There is or2>0 such that for all 17 in E the process t--> e[r(lq, e-2t) -ae-2t]  
converges in law when e -> 0 to a Brownian Motion B, which has diffusion coefficient 
O -2. 
The main results in this paper are the following two theorems. 
Let us suppose that A > A*. Then: 
1. Theorem. For any 77 e E, re R, t>0 and any cylinder function f on {0, 1}z: 
l imE(f(~7~,)- [ott (e)+e-~r])=P(B,>r) lz( f )+P(B,<r)8o(f )  (1) 
e--~O 
where E denotes the expectation (w.r.t. the contact process), t(e)= e-2t and [a] is 
the integer part of a. 
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2. Theorem. For any rl ~ E and any cylinder function f with basis in Z_ - {x ~ Z: x <~ 0}, 
the following holds. 
Let ~t be the countable partition generated by r(~q, t), namely the partition whose 
elements/atoms are the sets {r(~, t)=x}x~z. Denote by E( [~t)  the conditional 
expectation on the atoms of ~,. Then 
l im E[I E (f(S~:7)l~'t)]-/2 (f)l] = 0. (2) 
Theorem 1 extends Theorem 3 of [3], where convergence of suitable time averages 
is proven. In Theorem 1 we show that the state at y=-ott(e)+e-~r is either/z or 
80, according to whether the edge is to the right of y or to its left, respectively. The 
probability that it is at finite distance from y vanishes when e --> 0, because the edge 
approaches a Brownian Motion with positive diffusion coefficient tr 2. The analysis 
of the remaining case, when the edge is just at y, is relevant only after conditioning 
on such event. Theorem 2 states that with probability which goes to 1 when t--> oo, 
the state behind the edge and conditioned on its position is close to/~ for sufficiently 
large times. 
3. Proofs 
We start recalling the basic realization of the contact process. 
Graphical representation of the contact process. 
The contact process can be constructed with the help of a directed percolation 
structure Z x R+ in the following way. 
For x in Z let {U~ x'~+'), n~>l}, ~ll (~'x-')_. , n~>l} and {tr +'xv. , n~>l} be mutually 
independent Poisson point processes in R+, with intensity )t, )t and 1 respectively. 
The Poisson processes which correspond to different values of x are also mutually 
independent and we denote by (O, ~, P) the probability space where all such Poisson 
processes are defined. Given s and t in R+, s ~< t, x and y in Z and to ~/2, we say 
that there is a to-path from (x, s) to (y, t) and write (x, s) --> (y, t) if there is a finite 
sequence of points Xo, . . . ,  Xk with Xo = x, Xk = y and [xi - xi+,l = 1, for i = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1, 
and there are integers n, , . . . ,  nk such that (1): 
s < 
and 
(2) for no j and m do any of the following happen: 
s<- u+'x(to)<- 
+,,,j 
~j - - !  \ / 
<- t. 
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Given a configuration 77, two times s < t and to ~ 12 we define g~")(to) as follows: 
Vx e Z ~,7.~)(to, x) = 1 if and only if there is y in Z such that rl(y) = 1 and (y, s) 
(x, t). For s = 0 we simply write ~ in place o f~ '7"°) and if ,1 has only one particle 
which is at a then we write ~'~). 
We shall also use another ealization of the contact process, introduced in [3], 
which is particularly useful in the study of the edge process. In the space (12, 5, P), 
for t ~> k ~ Z and for ,? ~ E we define the variables ~.oT, k) with values in E as follows: 
I f  n ~ t < n + l and n ~> k, then 
~.(,,k) = ~sr..) + r(sr ) 
where ~ = ~n ~(rhk).  When k = 0 we write ~*e instead of ~.(,7.o). For configurations ,1
such that rl(x) = 1 if and only if x = a we just write ~,(°,k). 
Proof of Theorem 1. First we need some notation: e, t(e), r and f are as in Theorem 
1, T and L below are fixed positive (large) numbers. We then set 
~'(e)---e -v (y>0 and small, for instance y=0.1),  
y=[at (e )+e- l r ] ,  
R1 is the rectangle in Z x R+ of height ¢(e) and base the interval with endpoints 
(-2A~-(e), 0) and (2,X¢(e), 0), 
R2 is the rectangle in Z x R+ of height T and base the interval with endpoints 
(y - L, t(e) - T) and (y + L, t(e) - T). 
We first state and then prove the following 7 statements: 
(S1) The probability that the edge is in R1 (for all t<~ z(e)) goes to 1 when e -~0. 
(The statement holds for all ~ ~ E but is not uniform in ~/). 
($2) The probability that the edge is in R2 (for any t in t (e ) -  T, t(e)]) vanishes 
when e -* 0. 
As a consequence of ($2): 
($3) The symmetric difference between the sets {r(~/, t (e ) )>y} and either 
{r(7/, t(e) - T) > y; r(,/, t(e)) > y + L} or {r(~/, t(e) - T) > y} vanishes when e -~ 0. 
($4) The probability that there is an integer k ~ 7(e) such that {[~.(O,k)[ > 0 Vt >i k} 
goes to 1 when e ~ 0. 
• / ~.,(0 k))  ($5) The probability that there is an integer k as in ($4) and such that t~t,(~)' , < 0 
goes to 1 when e ~ 0. 
We shall now use the following key property of the n.n. one dimensional contact 
process, which is a straightforward consequence of the way it has been realized: 
Assume that for some to in/2,  k > 0, t > k it happens that 
o. 
Then for, any ~ in E, 
x) = SC(°'k)(to, x) 
for all x such that l(Sg *(°'k~) <~ x <<- O. 
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Using the above property together with ($3), ($4) and ($5), and recalling that 
y -  L - r (e )  goes to oo when e--> 0 we then get 
($6) limlE(f(~,~,)-y); r(tl, t(e))>y)-E(f(~<~)-y; r(~, t(')-T)>y)l=O 
where 1 is the configuration such that l(x) = 1 Vx ~ Z and ~ is such that ~(x) = 1 
if x <~ 0 and 0 otherwise. 
We finally have for any fixed cylinder function f :  
($7) For any 8 > 0 there are L(8) and T(8) such that iz(A(8)) > 1 - 8, where 
a(6)  = {~7 ~ {0, 1}z: posing r/'-= rl ~ [ -L(8) ,  L(8)] then [E (f(sr~-'(8))) - /z  (f)[ < 8} 
and 7/m I is the same as 7/ in I and it is the empty configuration outside. 
Since the law of sr~ converges weakly to/z. Theorem 1 is a corollary of the previous 
statements [choosing L and T equal to L(6) and T(8) respectively]. In fact we have 
l imlE( f (~) -y) ;  r(rl, t(e)) > y) 
e-'*0 
- E(f(¢~¢~)-y); r(~, t(e)- T(8)) > y; [~:~c~)-r¢8)-Y] ~ A(8))I I < 8, 
and hence 
limolE(f(¢~,)-y); r(~7, t(e)) > y) 
- Ix(f)E(r(~, t (e ) -  T(8)) > y; [~:~)- r¢8) -y]~A(B))I<28, 
and so 
limlE(f(~,¢~)- y); r(Tq, t(e)) > y ) -  tz(f)P(r( ~, t(e)- T( 8)) > Y)I < 38 
e---~O 
which proves Theorem 1 because of the arbitrariness of 6 and because for any fixed 
T(8) 
l imP(r(#, t(e)- T(8)) > y )= P(B,> r) 
e-'*0 
by the invariance principle proven in [3]. 
Proof of (Sl). r(~7, t) is stochastically smaller than ro(~7, t), i.e. the edge in the 
contact process with no deaths. Hence the probability that {r(~q, t )>2hz(e)  for 
some t~ < z(e)} vanishes when e -~0. 
Given ~ let xn(~q) be the position of the n + 1-th particle in 7/ counting from the 
right. By Theorem 3.29, Ch. VI of [4] the probability of extinction of a configuration 
with n particles vanishes exponentially in n when n -~ oo. On the other hand in the 
event of no extinction for the first n + 1 particles in ~q [counting from the right] we 
have that 
r(~n, t)>>-r(Cln, t)
where ~,(x) = 1 iff X=Xm(rt) and m<~n and ~,(x) = 1 iff x<~xn(~q). 
By using Corollary 3.22, Ch. VI of [4] we then prove ($1). 
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Proof of (S2). It is a straightforward consequence of the invariance principle proved 
in [3] for the edge process, the diffusion coefficient r 2 of the limiting Brownian 
Motion being strictly positive. 
Proof of (S3). It is a Corollary of ($2). 
Proof of (S4). The proof is contained in Section 3 of [3] but for the reader's 
fl l:*(O, ku)l convenience we briefly sketch it here. Take u - [z(e)l/2]. The events llS<k+~), t > 0}k,0 
are mutually independent and 
p{ Sl e,(O,ku)t  llS(k+,. I > 0}) >I > 0) ,  V t  > 0) ------ p > 0. 
ll ~*(O,ku)l Therefore the probability that/l~(k+l)u I = 0, ~(k+ 1)/,/ ~ 'r (e)} vanishes when e -> 0. 
On the other hand P(IC<°)l > 0 > 0) goes to 1 when u--> oo, i.e. when 
e-> 0. Hence ($4) is proven. 
Proof of (S5). Let k be as in (S4), then l(~ *('(~'k)'k)) = l(~,<~.k)) Vt I> k, where ~(x) = 1 
iff x~ > r(~7, k). Therefore l~e,<~,k)~ " S~<~) J ~<r(~/, k) with probability going to 1 when e--> 0, 
because of Corollary 3.22 Ch. VI of [4]. ($5) is therefore proved. 
Proof of (S6). We choose L in the previous statements so large that the interval 
[ -L ,  L] contains the basis of the cylinder function f, i.e. f ( r / )=f ( r f )  whenever 
rl(x ) = rl'(x ) for all Ixl <~ L. By ($3) if r(r h t(e)) > y then, with large probability also 
r(rh t(e)) > y + L. Furthermore by ($4) there is k <~ z(e) so that, writing x for r(r/, k), 
r (~ 'k ) )>y+L-x  and, by ($5) I/e*~.k)~ • ~,( ) j<y-L -x ,  since y-L>O for e small 
enough. The configuration between lIe*(x'k)'~ "£1::g(x'k)'~ • ~t ~) J and ,~,(~) j does not depend on the 
configuration at time k, if the process starting with a single particle in x at time k 
stays alive up to time t(e). This is one of the crucial features of the one dimensional 
n.n. contact process. From the above ($6) follows. 
Proof of (S7). We first notice that/z(B(8)) > 1 - 8, where B(8) is the following set: 
B(8) = { 7/s {0, 1}Z:lE(f(K~(8)))- /~ (f)] < 3/2} 
if T(8) is large enough. 
This is a consequence of the fact that the law of ~; converges to/~ when t--> oo, 
/., a.s. On the other hand given such a T(8) and denoting by [-L, L] an interval 
containing the base of the cylinder function f, then if L(6) is large enough, for any 
given ~/, 
P(sr~-¢,) m [-L,  L]= sr~(,) m [-L,  L] )> 1 -3 /2 ,  
where 
,'--- ~/c~ I -L(8) ,  L(8)]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In the following proof we heavily use estimates from [3]. The 
proof would be trivial if we could use local central imit theorem estimates for the 
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edge process. Unfortunately we only have a central limit theorem, proven in [3]. 
In that paper however it has also been shown that, conditioned on some suitable 
measurable partition, the position of the edge around its conditional average is the 
sum of independent identically distributed [iid] centered random variables. For 
such a conditioned process the local central imit theorem holds and this will be 
enough for our purposes (cf. [5] for a general reference on the local central imit 
theorem). 
Given t > 0 we shall define a suitable measurable partition 7r,, in the sense of [6]. 
Then posing gt '= S~ *'7 we shall prove that E(f(gT)[ 7r, v ~,) -12( f )  goes to zero in 
distribution (the partition a v/3 is the coarsest measurable partition which refines 
a and/3, its atoms being, modulo zero, the intersections of the atoms of a and/3). 
From this, by standard arguments the theorem follows. 
The partition 7r, is defined as follows. 
We set 
T = t 1/8, ?= [t - T], u = T 1/2. 
(Our choice of T, and the constants and exponents which follow, is not optimal.) 
- 7r (1~ is the partition introduced in [3] relative to the time interval [0, t]. Its main 
feature is that in any given atom _a of 7r (1~ the displacement of the edge is the sum 
of a term which is constant inside _a plus another one which is sum of N iid random 
variables, each having finite variance. N depends on _a and is typically of order t. 
We refer to Section 4 of [3] for a precise definition. 
- K is the stopping time defined in such a way that K = k iff k is the first 
~:~(O,~t+ku) nonnegative integer for which r,+~k+l)u > 0. 
- ~r <2) is the partition whose atoms are {K = 0}, . . . ,  {K =/~}, {K >/~}, where 
/~= max{k: ?+(k+l )u<~ t}. 
_ q./.(3) refines ~<2) and is obtained by fixing the increments of the edge in the time 
interval [?, T+ ku] if K ~</~, and up to t otherwise. 
- -rr,-= ~3) ^  ~r<l> (sometimes we shall write ~r for zr,). 
Because of the definition of ~r <1), given an atom _a of ~rt such that K <~/~, we can write 
r ,= r(~7, t )=d + s+c  (3) 
where 
- d is the sum of N independent identically distributed random variables; actually 
N = N(_a) is some fixed integer once _a is given. 
- s is the increment of the edge in the interval [~+ ku, t] 
- c is the remaining contribution to r,. 
It is important to notice that 
(T1) c is a constant for any given _a. 
(T2) d and s are mutually independent (with respect o P_~ which denotes the 
law of the process conditioned on ~, and evaluated at _a. E_~ being the corresponding 
expectation). 
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(T3) P~( ls[~ > t3/16)<a exp(-btl/16). 
(T4) There is y such that 
IP~(d = u)-(2,tro'oN)-~/2 exp[(U- Pa(d))21 2-~oN j <ylN 
where 0 .2 = e-~p and u'Z. 
(TS) There is/3 > 0 such that lim,_,oo P(_a: N(_a) >/30 = 1. 
Properties (T1), (T2) and (TS) are proven in [3], to which we refer. 
The proof of (T3) is similar to that of (S1) (cf. the proof of Theorem 1) and will 
be omitted. 
(T4) is the local central imit theorem, which holds because d is a sum of i.i.d. 
random variables with variance e-~p, cf. Section 4 of [3]. 
~', partitions any given atom _a of ~r, by specifying the values of a~ + s, where 
d-d -P~(d) .  
We shall now fix an atom _b of rr, v ¢, such that 
( i)  r 
(ii) [d+s l<t log log  t,
(iii) N(g)  >/3t. 
It is easy to see, with the help of [3], that the collection of all other atoms has 
vanishingly small probability when t-~ oo. 
Let then _b = _a ~ {d + s = x} satisfy the conditions (i) to (iii) above. Before proceed- 
ing in the proof we briefly outline its strategy. The idea is the following. Typically 
aT is much larger than s (of. (T3) and (T4) above) so that a typical change of s in 
in {d + s = x} corresponds to a "negligible" change in the possible values of d. In 
fact we shall prove that the set (d + s = x} is "essentially" independent of the values 
of s. In such way we will be able to exploit he independence in disjoint set property 
of the Poisson process which determines the contact process, and the proof of 
Theorem 2 will follow. 
For notational simplicity we shall assume that If] ~< 1. Let furthermore L be such 
that the base of the cylinder function f is contained in [ -L,  0], i.e. f depends on ~7 
only through r/(x), x'[-L, 0]. 
We shall write f, for f(~7) below. We have 
E(.~,Ib)=E(Z; d+s=xl -a )  
- 
E i=x-z ;  s=zl_a) 
= P(d+s=xl_a) (4)  
For any fixed z we write 
IE(f ,  ; d= x -  z; s = z ig ) -  E ( f , ;  d= x -  z; s = z;/(g~o.k.)) ~ tl_a)l 
!" ~:@(O, ku) e(l(~ *(°.k'°) >i ,., ~(k+,,, > O) 
< a'  e -b'u (5) 
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where a '> 0 and b '> 0 depend on L. We therefore have 
tE(f,; d=x-z; s=zl_a) 
- E (97(~:~°'k")); s = z; l (~  °'k'')) <<- tl _a)P(d = x -  zl_~)l < a' e -b'= 
IE E(7,,  J=  x -  z', s= zl_a) 
-2  E(f(g~°'k")); s = z;/(~o.ku)) 
<- L l _a )e (d  = x -z  I_ )llzl-< t 
<~(2t3/'6+l)a ' e-b'''+ >~tt ~ E(Z"  d=x-z ;s=z l_a  ). 
Izl /16 
On the other hand, for Izl <~ t 3/16 and by (T4) and (iii) above, 
IP(a~ = x-  z ig ) -  P( t t= x)l < (/3t)-12T + b,t (3/'6-1) 
where b~ is some suitable constant. Hence 
IE(£; i+s=xl_a)- _<~73/, E(£; i=x-z,s=z; l(~°'k"))<~ Ll_a)P(a=xl_a) 
I~1~ 
<~ (flt)-12v + bat(3/~6-')+ (2t3/~6+ 1)a' e -b'~ + a exp( -b t  3/~6) 
and finally 
I~ E (~;  t~= x -  z; s = zig ) - E(f(~°'k"));  /(~0.k,,))<~ Ll_a)p (~ = xl_a)l 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
<~(flt)'~2y+'blt(3/16-1)+(2t3/16+ l)a'  e-b'"+2a exp(-btl/~6). (9) 
We now go back to (4), we use (9) twice, both for the numerator and denumerator 
(with f = 1) in (4) and we get 
E(f(~O,k,,)); /(~o.k,,)) <~ Ll_a)p(d = xl_a)+ e,(t) 
E(f, lb)- p((l¢-~o,ku)l>O[a_)p(a=xla_)+e=(t) 
where ei (i = 1, 2) vanishes at least as  t -3/4. Then by our choice of x we can neglect 
ei(t) w.r.t. P(d=x]_a),  in the limit when t~.  
We have that 
l im E( f (~ °'ku)', l(~°'ku))<~ L[a )=/2( f ) .  
This is so because 
limlE(f(~°'k")); l( ~'~O'k")) <~ L i _a) - E ( f  ( ~-~'k")); l(~0,ku))<~ L i_a )l =0 
and (cf. Corollary 3.22 of [4]) 
lim P( l (~  °'k')) <~ L I a )  = 1 
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while 
l im E( f (~ "7"k')) = I~(f) 
as proven in [3]. From this the Theorem follows. 
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